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Court and Clerk Operations
Case Study - Integrated Cashiering and Security System
The Office of the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Cook County, the second largest unified court
system in the world, is the keeper of the court record and collector of all fines, fees and bonds
for the circuit court (approximately $200 million annually). The Clerk’s Office requested the
implementation of the most cost effective, technologically sound, scalable, state of the art
cashiering system to replace its existing antiquated system.
THE PROBLEM:
Outdated cashiering hardware
Outdated software (cumbersome and proprietary)
No integration with court and case management systems
No integration with back-office accounting system
Redundant data entry across all systems
Poor financial controls, cumbersome end-of-day processing
Lack of up-to-date security
Little flexibility and scalability in responding to Operational and regulatory changes
Inordinate amount of time to implement simple changes in fees and fines
Highly dependent on IT programmer support
Did not support future Operational process improvements
Did not support varied methods of payment beyond cash/checks
High learning curve for Cashiers and Supervisors
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THE SOLUTIUON:

A unique solution was designed to meet the requirements for an integrated cashiering
system with corresponding video physical site security. The cashiering solution used
RevenueCollector™ and CASHIER for Windows, products from Systems Innovators Inc.
The cashiering system was integrated with fourteen existing court/case management
systems that had dissimilar IT infrastructures. The solution included integrated
communication with the Clerk’s Office mainframe systems, as well as the distributed
accounting system.
The solution also addressed problems of network downtime. The cashiering system was
designed to function entirely off-line for an indefinite period of time. With restored
communications, all previously un-sent work is automatically sent to the appropriate host
system without any interaction from or impact to the cashier.
Finally, in order to improve the physical security at all points of revenue collection, a close
circuit video solution that was integrated with the cashiering registers, was implemented.
The new video monitoring applications and cashiering application were integrated to
operate efficiently as stand-alone components. In the background, however, they were
architected to continue to operate as a cohesive unit. The solution included integration
bridges and interface screens that allow the cashiering electronic images and
corresponding data information to overlay the corresponding customer/cashier real-time
CCV image during playback, allowing real-time video and observation of both customercashier transactions and corresponding cashiering data and receipting information.

Conceptual depiction of POS – Legacy Court System Integration
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